Forward thinking
CBC and the maritime industry

cbc.dk
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Executive summary
CBC brings to the maritime industry a business model unique among
advertising agencies—one characterized by a single-minded focus on the
needs of international business as opposed to consumer marketers.
CBC offers clients the reassurance of three decades of experience handling
marketing communications for shipping and other maritime businesses,
based in Denmark, the Netherlands, Japan, the US, UK and Dubai.
CBC has an equally long track record creating international advertising
concepts that enable maritime brands to cross borders with commercial
success.
CBC has tailored its brand development process for international B2B
companies and guides its clients through a controlled yet swift transition
from model to marketplace.
CBC possesses up-to-date expertise in all aspects of digital marketing, from
web design to social media, guaranteeing a media-neutral brand platform.
With its roots in marketing communications, CBC is skilled at creating
the impact needed to launch new products, target specific segments and
penetrate key markets.
Finally, CBC brings wholehearted commitment and enthusiasm to its
relationships with clients.
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Business model
A unique resource for international
B2B marketers

Consumer

B2B

International

Local

CBC is Denmark’s only truly international B2B advertising agency and has
worked for virtually all of Denmark’s leading B2B marketers.
By definition CBC is more attuned to the way international B2B marketers
actually work. The agency is skilled in helping centralized marketing and
communication departments coordinate their activities with decentralized
sales organizations; is acutely aware of the need for buy-in from
business line managers and subsidiaries; is sensitive to the dynamics of
international steering groups; and has long experience with adaptation and
implementation across borders.
CBC is thus ideally qualified to assist maritime clients in building a global
brand while taking into account the needs of their local sales and marketing
organizations.

“When we launched our Global Reach strategy five years

“This product launch was significantly different from

ago, we needed an advertising agency that knew what

anything we’ve done in the past and represents an

globalization was all about, and what it meant for our

important milestone in our wider transformation towards

brand message and design. CBC did an outstanding job,

digital campaigns. We’ve accelerated from having no data

so when we launched our Global Values strategy in 2009

and limited connection with this audience, to having a

we turned to them again. They knew us well by then of

bank of metrics, significant engagement and a clear

course, so the back and forth was even easier—it was like

impact on market demand.”

channeling each other’s minds.”
Daniel Breum, Director of Marketing and Communications,
Lars Säfverström, Group President, GAC

”We turned to CBC late in the planning process for our
2014 Safety Day campaign, which was designed to help
us strengthen our year-round safety focus. They were
able to demonstrate a good understanding of who we
are and what we were looking for. Based on this, CBC
developed a strong creative and strategic solution for
delivering a global safety campaign, supporting our drive
for a behavioral change which is crucial to our business”.
Jens Viby Mogensen, Head of Group Branding, Svitzer

Cobham SATCOM
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Maritime experience
In-depth understanding of maritime
industry needs and trends

2009 - Present

1995 - 1998

2016 - present

1993 - 1995

2013 - Present

1974 - 1990

2002 - Present

1998 - 2015

2013 - 2015

Denmark handels more than 10 percent of world tonnage—and CBC has
long been the nation’s leading agency for maritime advertising.
Having worked extensively with the Danish maritime community—from
fleet owners and operators, to suppliers of shipping products and services,
to manufacturers of marine systems and components, to shipping industry
organizations—CBC offers unparalleled experience and understanding of
key target groups.
CBC offers deep insight into industry buying processes and market
targeting as well as an informed take on maritime industry trends—from
growing price volatility to smaller carbon footprints.
Of further benefit is CBC’s network of contacts with shipping and business
media in general and its experience coordinating cross-border advertising,
direct marketing and sales promotion campaigns for shipping clients.

2000 - 2003

1998 - 2001

2008 - 2016

2008 - 2010

1998 - 2000

2006 - 2010

2001 - 2015

2005 - 2010

2006 - 2008

2000 - 2008
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International
mindset
An international staff of marketing
communication professionals

Denmark’s first and still foremost advertising agency for international
marketers, CBC has created countless campaigns that have captured the
attention and imagination of business audiences worldwide.
Clients can have confidence that their brand will be communicated with
intelligence, eloquence and respect for its vision, mission and values.
The CBC mindset is international, the staff cosmopolitan, the agency
language English.
Owned and managed by a small but highly professional group of marketing
communication specialists from Denmark and the UK, CBC is conversant with
design ideas, marketing trends and business media from around the world.
Employees come from diverse backgrounds, cultures and nationalities,
contributing to a positive and constructive dialogue with clients’
international staff.
Ultimately, CBC has delivered best-in-class content and creativity for three
decades, creating value for customers on a global level. This dedication
to marketing excellence has been consistently recognized in international
creative awards.

RUNNER-UP 2015

AWARDS 2011
FINALIST
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Brand development
A proven process for moving brands
successfully from model to market

BRAND VISION

Why are we here in the first place?

BRAND VALUES

What do we stand for?

BRAND POSITION

How do we want to be perceived?

BRAND PROMISE

What will you do for me if I choose you?

BRAND MESSAGE

Why should someone believe our promise?

BRAND PERSONALITY

What do we sound like?

BRAND APPEARANCE

What do we look like?

BRAND SYMBOL

How will you recognize us?

B2B communication has evolved over the years from an early focus
on technical features, to an emphasis on business benefits in the 1980s,
to engagement with the Internet in the 1990s, and to acceptance of the
overall importance of branding today.
CBC has long been at the forefront of business branding, creating the first
modern brand in container shipping years ago (ScanDutch) and in more
recent years brands for shipping, financial, industrial, healthcare and
software companies.
Well-versed in branding theory, CBC is equally aware of the realities of B2B
branding, not least the budget constraints of most business advertisers,
the sometimes partisan interests of key organizational players (HR, finance,
etc.) and the necessity of maintaining organizational enthusiasm for the
process.
Created with these challenges in mind, CBC’s brand development model
balances theory with reality and is designed to achieve consensus, to
anchor brands securely within the organization, and yet move them
expeditiously into the market and the world beyond.
CBC therefore has both the competence and credibility needed to help
guide its clients’ brands through the organizational gauntlet.
See pages 16-27 of this presentation for examples of business brands
CBC has helped build.
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Digital integration
B2B expertise applied
across digital channels

Web &
microsite
Partnership

Viral

Search
marketing

BRAND

Affiliate &
display

Mobile

Email
Social
media

As an integrated agency, CBC incorporated digital into the media
mix back in the pioneer days of the early 1990s. As digital has evolved,
so have CBC’s digital skills and offering, moving from simple websites to
interactive digital marketing solutions.
B2B marketing needs are different from B2C, and this difference carries
over into digital. From target group customization, to simplifying product
complexity, to supporting protracted purchasing processes, digital is a
crucial asset for today’s B2B marketer. CBC designs digital solutions that are
informed by 30 years of B2B expertise and insights.
The pace of digital change is relentless and has generated an explosion of
digital channels marketers can engage in. But not all digital channels and
levels of engagement make sense for B2B. CBC’s B2B and digital expertise
make it an effective partner for B2B marketers that see digital as a costeffective marketing platform, but are overwhelmed by the proliferation of
digital options.
Should I consider using social media? How can search optimization increase
qualified leads? Who can I reach with a targeted email campaign? CBC has built
a core of in-house digital expertise and paired up with specialists in Search
and Usability to deliver a range of digital services that are crucial to B2B.
Whether it’s a case of brand repositioning or a campaign-specific creative
concept, CBC’s cross-platform approach integrates digital thinking from the
start.
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Marcoms
Professional handling of marketing
communications from start to finish

INSIGHT

IDEAS

IMPLEMENTATION

Briefing
- Background
- Objectives
- Target group
- Message
- Competitors
- Channels

Concept
- Strategic proposal
- Creative concept
- Engagement plan

Completion
- Brief
- Execution
- Finalization
- Corrections
- Production

With its roots in advertising, CBC is experienced at using communications to
address commercial goals. The agency has developed countless campaigns
aimed at launching new products, targeting specific segments and
penetrating key markets.
The agency always seeks to understand the business opportunity or challenge
in detail and to outline a clear communications goal.
CBC believes strongly in the power of creativity to create impact and drive
the marketing process forward.
Campaign tracking is encouraged wherever possible along with the definition
of clear success metrics.
One of the world’s first ISO-certified advertising agencies, CBC has a robust
set of procedures for keeping projects on track.

Svitzer
Part of the Maersk Group, Svitzer is headquartered in Denmark and operates
worldwide with 4,000 employees and a fleet of more than 400 vessels. The work
shown here was created to help improve Svitzer’s safety culture. The immediate focus
of the safety campaign was the annual company-wide Safety Day and the campaign
activities and themes were extended to promote year-round safety awareness.

Take the lead on safety
A safety counter was developed to create interest, engagement and
sustain awareness. The counter track the number of days (hours,
minutes and seconds) that pass without a safety incident.

Regional counters
Educational tool
Main counter

Vessel search
box

Safety news

Procedures keep us safe
An online quiz with new
questions every 2 weeks
kept employees engaged and
learning more about safety
procedures.

PROCEDURES
KEEP US SAFE
don’t
take chances
ALWAYS ASK
YOURSELF:
Do I know the procedure?
Do I need to make a risk assessment?
Do I need to follow a checklist?
Have I done the tool box talk?

Posters were designed with

A board game introduced

Do I need a permit?

reminders of procedures

on Safety Day also became

and anti-complacency

a part of offices and ports

messages.

across the globe.

Shipshape
The centerpiece of the campaign
was a brief video animation,
which was shown worldwide on
Safety Day and also posted on
the corporate website and
Facebook page.

A QR code provided
a direct link to the
online safety video.

A series of workplace
posters were inspired by
scenes in an animated
safety video featuring

SHIPSHAPE
TOGETHER

Full coverage of the ongoing

SHIPSHAPE
on deck

magazine, which CBC also

Shipshape campaign material and

SAFETY
FIRST

SHAPE
SHIPFO
R
SAFETY

Keep railings in good repair

Stow ropes and cables clear
of walkways

Ensure sufficient lighting

Secure loose equipment

Always keep safety top
of mind

FRESH PAINT
TO DOWNLOAD THE GAME, JUST GO
TO THE ITUNES STORE OR GOOGLE PLAY
AND SEARCH FOR SHIPSHAPER.

INSIDE:
EDITORIAL
SHIPSHAPE FOR SAFETY
OPEN FORUM
BBQ IN THE BAHAMAS
OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGE
UNDERSTANDING OUR CUSTOMERS
EXTENDED LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
NEW-BUILD TUGS
WHEATSTONE VESSELS

You can make the deck
a safe place to work:
Keep decks free from grease,
spills and rubbish

helps write and produce.

Practice makes
perfect!

Being shipshape will help keep you, and your workmates, safe.
Take the time, make the effort and do it right – wherever you work.

SAFETY DAY
2014

P. 2
P. 3
P. 4
P. 4
P. 5
P. 6
P. 7
P. 8
P. 8

NEW OPERATION IN BREMERHAVEN
COMPETITIVE EDGE
SHIP-TO-SHIP MILESTONE
NEW SALVAGE STRATEGY
A STRONG COMMUNICATION
NEW WEBSITE
LIGHTHOUSE SURVEY
ANNIVERSARIES
SHIPSHAPE FOR KIDS

DRAWING WINNERS
IPAD

Keep your workplace
in good order to:

Galina
Tina
Garry
Karolina

42957 SVITZER LHM_apr14 [7].indd 1

Keep yourself safe

Display SVITZER professionalism

Australia
Philippines
Qatar
United States
Denmark
United Kingdom
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
India
Denmark
Philippines

Avoid incidents and injury
SVITZER COLLEAGUES’ HIGH SCORES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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A smartphone (iPhone and
Android) game called “Shipshaper”
provided hands-on engagement

iOS

Darren Matthews
Philip Skov
Morten Skøtt
Henrik V. Kvist
Kenneth N. Larsen
Hazlita Senen
Kunal Kamath
Jens V. Mogensen
Tony Batista
Kristian Brauner

SHIPSHAPER
GOING STRONG

P. 9
P. 10
P. 12
P. 13
P. 14
P. 14
P. 15
P. 15
P. 16 5,700 downloads worldwide show that Svitzer’s safety game has wide

appeal. A new version aims to build on that momentum.

Denmark
Denmark
United Kingdom
Denmark

MAERSK LEGO® VESSEL
Khan
Eric
Ravi
Martin
Jonas
Rob
Claus
Bent
Anders
Sagar
Sara Katrine
Neil Kevin

Keep your colleagues safe

Google Play

provided in Svitzer’s company

SVITZER CORPORATE PEOPLE MAGAZINE APRIL 2014

SHIPSHAPE

Deckhand Duke.

with the safety theme.

Shipshape campaign was

LIGHTHOUSEMAGAZINE

1,807 metres
1,686 metres
1,300 metres
1,230 metres
1,200 metres
1,195 metres
1,187 metres
1,169 metres
1,043 metres
943 metres

Deckhand Duke may not (yet) be a movie
star, but the character created to support
16/04/14
Svitzer’s 2014 Safety Day has ridden a wave
of popularity well beyond the company.
By mid November, the Shipshaper app for
iOS and Android had scored an impressive
number of downloads worldwide, from big
numbers in Denmark (1,323), China (702)
and the USA (639) to very respectable
showings in countries like the Philippines
(380), Mexico (255) and others, for a total
of 5,786.

WIN A PRIZE
The app was developed to help encourage
important behavioural change within Svitzer
by reminding us that doing things the right
way and keeping our workspace in order is
the best way to avoid potential incidents and
personal injury. As the download numbers
attest, the game makes it fun by challenging
players to go farther and faster each time
they guide Duke through onboard safety
obstacles. It’s also your gateway to great
prizes. Until the end of November, we held
a monthly drawing for Svitzer employees
and another for Maersk employees to
give away one iPad, three Maersk LEGO®
vessels and 50 specially designed T-shirts

portraying Duke as an action hero. Go to
svitzer.com/shipshaper to see a list of
Early next year, we’ll also launch
a competition for players outside Svitzer
and Maersk.

12.05
winners.

SPREAD THE WORD
There’s a next-generation game in the works
that promises to be even more challenging
and exciting. Are you shipshape? Play
Shipshaper to find out. And don’t forget
to remind all your colleagues and friends
to also stay shipshape and maybe help
them win a prize.

information continued to appear
throughout the year on the Svitzer
website and Facebook page.

Cobham SATCOM
Cobham SATCOM, a leading technology and services innovator, needed to create
preference for its maritime fire fighting radio. The strategy was to use content
marketing to influence purchase specifications, with a campaign that centred around
two core user missions: viewing hard-hitting video content and downloading a
thought-leadership whitepaper. Over 3000 people engaged with the campaign and
a staggering 1300 downloaded the white paper over the campaign period.

Roll-ups were created for use at

Prospects were driven

trade shows and other events.

to a user-friendly
landing page.

Posters were created to help build
awareness of new regulations and
preference for the new radio.
A free-to-download thoughtleadership whitepaper was at
the centre of the campaign.

Are you prepared for SOLAS Chapter II-2?

SOLAS Chapter II-2, Regulation 10.10.4

Deadline: 1st July 2018
Fire Fighter Communication
Fire Fighter Radios

Meet all regulations and maximise safety on board with
SAILOR 3965 UHF Fire Fighter radio
White Paper

BE
READY

Document no.: Fire Fighter Communication
Ver.: CC

Classification:
None

Date: 2016

Ref.:
Claus Hornbech
Business Manager
Cobham SATCOM
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A brochure was created that
promoted the creative theme
with key information and
messages.

SAILOR 3965 UHF Fire Fighter radio
www.cobham.com/satcom

CBC created a digital
presentation to help
sales efforts.

A full animation and teasers were created to promote special
features of the new radio as well as to encourage people to
download the whitepaper and visit the landing page.

Nominated at B2B Marketing Awards 2017 in two categories:
• Best product launch campaign
• Best lead generation or nurturing campaign

The campaign made use of sponsored
Facebook posts to reach a wider audience.

Strategic use of LinkedIn helped to
create awareness and engagement.

The campaign was also featured
on Cobham’s Twitter feed.

GAC
Dubai-based GAC is another familiar face in international maritime circles.
To sustain momentum and growth, senior management launches a new business
strategy every four years. This time, under the theme of “get closer to the
customer”. To achieve this, GAC required an entirely new brand communications
platform and graphical identity that could establish this proposition with
stakeholders and build upon the company’s existing, well-established profile.

A corporate film was
an ideal way to explain
GAC’s complex services
and value offering.

Global strength
to overtake your
competition
The corporate brochure
used a four-page spread

Specialist services
for fast-track
results

to clearly illustrate GAC’s
full range of services.

Your partner in leading performance

Time is short; the competition is relentless. You need a strong partner
who can take the strain, and take the lead. GAC delivers the innovation,
creativity and certainty your business needs across land, sea and air, in
ports and offshore, from Central Asia to central London – with quality and
security guaranteed by personal commitment. In shipping, logistics and
marine services, we focus our skills and minds on delivering your results.
Discover the strength of resources available to your business, and leave
the competition behind.

Get there first at gac.com

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Everything you need to deliver
Business is measured in results. Achieve yours faster with GAC. Since
1956, we have dedicated ourselves to delivering all your global shipping,
logistics and marine service needs. Today, our comprehensive specialist
services have been honed to fast-track your business through creativity,
certainty and innovation. They give us the flexibility to adapt swiftly to
your specific requirements and accelerate your goals across land, sea and
air. Discover how our specialist services can help deliver your results.

Accelerate your business at gac.com

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Visually, the concept used distinctive
graphics that combine business charts
with 3D representations to highlight
core services and sectors.

Segment brochures were
used to anchor GAC’s
strengths and services in
the minds of specific target
audiences.

Complete shipping
services to keep your
business moving

A broad range of

Posters were

segment ads were

displayed in global

created to build a

offices to create a

Delivering
Value

strong brand profile
and communicate
customer-centric
messages.

strong sense of unity
and achievement for
GAC staff.

Alongside worldwide
From Shanghai to Valparaiso, from the high latitudes to the equator, our
global network keeps your business moving in thousands of locations
worldwide. We are at the service of over 3,500 principals and handle a
port call every 10 minutes. We only became this big by taking care of the
details whether in traditional ship agency or specialist services for the
supply of bunkers, spares and provisions. And we’ve reached beyond
these essentials to develop and deliver innovative weather routing and
maritime security services. It’s all designed to maximise your time and
cost efficiency. The weather might be rough or smooth but with GAC,
you’ll stay calm during the whole voyage.

Putting your
business Make
first
the right move at gac.com

A world of shipping
services that revolves
around you

Logistics strategies
to keep you on track
for growth

“Delivering your strategy.”
is our promise to create
real value for customers.

Expanding
the pie

Our high performance is
what powers that promise.

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Personalised, prompt and proven
90% of world trade moves on water. 100% of our business moves around
you. From traditional ship agency to specialised services for transferring
fuels, stores and personnel, we shape our services to your needs – whatever
your vessel, wherever you’re heading. Our 50+ years in the business mean
we know where the challenges lie and the glitches lurk. We’re constantly
investing in new services, destinations and systems to add strategic value
to your operation. Through rough seas and calm, you can rest easy while
GAC provides safe and efficient support, tirelessly delivering whatever you
need to propel your business around the world.

GAC’s business is to help drive yours. Our multimodal transportation and
contract logistics services are up for any challenge, anytime, anywhere.
Whether you’re in one country or many, we have the skills, local knowledge
and network to speed your freight at competitive rates through any roadblocks. So wherever you’re looking to grow your business, GAC can deliver.

Take the lead with gac.com

See what we do for you at gac.com

Fast-track your business at gac.com

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Delivering
Value
How our strategy
and our brand work
together

When we share t
he
pie
,w
e

ss.
ucce
te s
tas
all

GAC became a global leader in ship agency by putting you first. Whether
you’re an oil trader or a cruise operator, moving wet or dry cargo, we put
the muscle of our global resources and local expertise at your disposal.
We go beyond traditional ship agency to provide specialised husbandry,
supply and transfer services, cost-saving weather routing and maritime
security innovations. As your strategic partner, our sole objective is to look
after you first.

Delivering shipping services with you in mind

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

We have the strategy

The concept was brought
to life for employees
through an engaging

Vision Z-Global Performance is our 5-year plan that will take
us through to 2017. It’s built on four pillars:

and entertaining film.

OUR VALUES
Think of our ethical practices, the GAC Spirit, our HSSE focus
and our determination to give back to the communities we
work in.
OUR LONG-TERM APPROACH TO CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
We want to be long-term strategic partners with our customers,
not just service providers.

When used with graphic elements

OUR ASSETS
We have good equipment, good technology and great people.
OUR REGIONAL STRUCTURE
The world is a big place, full of different working cultures.
Each GAC region has the flexibility to decide what works best
in their part of the world.

Delivering your strategy.

Delivering your strategy.
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An internal brand paper clearly
communicated the “Delivering your
strategy” message and helped staff
buy into the new approach.

Delivering your strategy.

Our standing in the industries
we serve depends on our
ability to work together,
communicate effectively
and deliver value – both to
customers and to each other.

The key point in the strategy is in the word —
“performance”. It’s all about showing our
customers and ourselves what we can do.
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Maersk Sealand
No introduction presumably needed for Denmark’s—and one of the
world’s—biggest shipping concerns. Campaigns shown here include an early
example of B2B co-branding for Maersk containers and a general image
campaign for its reefer operations.

One good label deserves another
Your label has to stand on its own in the
marketplace. Along the way, however, it’s
a different story. With Maersk Sealand, your
product receives the care and attention it
deserves. Our label stands for world-class
transportation solutions, and is backed by
250 vessels, 800,000 containers, 325 offices
and 10,000 employees all dedicated to
keeping your business going.

One good label deserves another

www.maersksealand.com

Your label has to stand on its own in the
marketplace. Along the way, however, it’s
a different story. With Maersk Sealand, your
product receives the care and attention it
deserves. Our label stands for world-class
transportation solutions, and is backed by
250 vessels, 800,000 containers, 325 offices
and 10,000 employees all dedicated to
keeping your business going.
www.maersksealand.com

One good label deserves another
Your label has to stand on its own in the
marketplace. Along the way, however, it’s
a different story. With Maersk Sealand, your
product receives the care and attention it
deserves. Our label stands for world-class
transportation solutions, and is backed by
250 vessels, 800,000 containers, 325 offices
and 10,000 employees all dedicated to
keeping your business going.

LEGO is a registered trademark of the LEGO Group.

www.maersksealand.com

Maersk Sealand local address.

One good label deserves another
Your label has to stand on its own in the
marketplace. Along the way, however, it’s
a different story. With Maersk Sealand, your
product receives the care and attention it
deserves. Our label stands for world-class
transportation solutions, and is backed by
250 vessels, 800,000 containers, 325 offices
and 10,000 employees all dedicated to
keeping your business going.
www.maersksealand.com

Co-branding—leading labels travel
with Maersk Sealand in this creative
twist on the testimonial.

Perishables meet their end soon enough.
Treat them well along the way
To make sure your goods don’t perish before time, ship them with Maersk Sealand. We provide cold chain
solutions from pickup to delivery — watched over by our dedicated staff of reefer specialists. The result?
A fresher, tastier, better looking fish. Ready, come what may.
maersksealand.com

Perishables meet their end soon enough.
Treat them well along the way

Perishables meet their end soon enough.
Treat them well along the way
To make sure your goods don’t perish before time, ship them with Maersk Sealand. We provide cold chain
solutions from pickup to delivery — watched over by our dedicated staff of reefer specialists. The result?
A fresher, tastier, better looking tomato. Ready, come what may.
maersksealand.com

To make sure your goods don’t perish before time, ship them with Maersk Sealand. We provide cold chain
solutions from pickup to delivery — watched over by our dedicated staff of reefer specialists. The result?
A fresher, tastier, better looking apple. Ready, come what may.
maersksealand.com

Gentle handling before the inevitable
end—reefer campaign for shippers of
perishable goods.

Perishables meet their end soon enough.
Treat them well along the way
To make sure your goods don’t perish before time, ship them with Maersk Sealand. We provide cold chain
solutions from pickup to delivery — watched over by our dedicated staff of reefer specialists. The result?
A fresher, tastier, better looking orange. Ready, come what may.
maersksealand.com

Wrist
Smaller than GAC yet with similarly global plans, Wrist Ship Supply used
this campaign to announce it could deliver just about anything, anywhere—
anytime. Like our efforts for GAC, OW Bunker, Torm and many other clients,
the Wrist campaign entailed a complete rethinking of corporate identity,
including everything from logo and letterhead to messaging and
visualization. Currently in the running for a global creativity award.

Rib eye steaks? Just say when.
We stock just about everything and
deliver just about everywhere. So it is
really just a question of when—and
you always get to decide that. For ship
supplies and spares, just say Wrist.

Hubs in:
Aalborg, Algeciras,
Dubai, Houston,
Malaysia, Marseille,
Norway, Piraeus,
Rotterdam, Singapore

www.wrist.com

Advertisements capture
reader attention with

Fresh veggies? Just say when.

dramatic imagery.

Spare parts? Just say when.

We stock just about everything and
deliver just about everywhere. So it is
really just a question of when—and
you always get to decide that. For ship
supplies and spares, just say Wrist.

We stock just about everything and
deliver just about everywhere. So it is
really just a question of when—and
you always get to decide that. For ship
supplies and spares, just say Wrist.

Hubs in:
Aalborg, Algeciras,
Dubai, Houston,
Malaysia, Marseille,
Norway, Piraeus,
Rotterdam, Singapore

Hubs in:
Aalborg, Algeciras,
Dubai, Houston,
Malaysia, Marseille,
Norway, Piraeus,
Rotterdam, Singapore

www.wrist.com

www.wrist.com

Provisions
Stores
Marine logistics
Owners’ goods
Contract catering
Bulk trading

Ready
when you are

Just say when

READINESS
IS A
STATE
OF MIND

You are here. But your vessels are
there. And there. And there…. Yet
somehow you have to resupply
them before they move on to
their next destination.
Supplying a ship is like hitting a
moving target. There is a brief
window of opportunity when it is
in port. Then suddenly it is gone.
Fortunately there is an organisation
with the experience and resources
needed to help you succeed every
time. And all you have to do is
say Wrist.
Wrist stocks just about everything
and delivers just about everywhere,
so it is really just a question of telling
us when your vessels will be in port.
After that, sit back and relax, knowing

your order will be delivered right on
schedule by the most professional
team in the ship supply industry.
Modern way
Wrist is about today’s world—a world
in which purchasing departments
are busier than ever. Liaising with
different ship suppliers eats up
scarce time and can generate more
paperwork than proﬁts. Wrist offers
an alternative. Think of us as your
one-stop shop: a big-box store for the
marine industry, where everything
is already on the shelf and prices are

competitive—where you can shop by
catalogue, order electronically and
get home delivery in ports worldwide.
And Wrist is not just about provisions and stores. We are pushing the
one-stop envelope all the time to
meet the maritime industry’s need
for new services and savings. Our
marine logistics and owners’ goods
services are helping owners and ship
management companies cut warehousing and logistics costs. Our
business intelligence statistics let
buyers see—item by item and
ship by ship—exactly what they
are spending worldwide. And our
contract catering service lets owners
trim costs by outsourcing a noncore yet key activity.

Ships, offshore platforms,
military bases,
embassies, hotels,
resorts….Just say when.
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Global coverage
24/7/365 service
Uniform quality worldwide
Volume scale prices
End-to-end logistics
Storage in key ports
Consolidated deliveries

Brochure conveys sense
of an engaged and
responsive company.
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Just say where

Ship chandlers have traditionally
been small businesses, anchored
in the local community. A fine
tradition—Wrist started out that
way in Denmark in 1953. But times
have changed, and while small ship
supply companies have their merits,
your fleet cannot go global if your
supply lines are still local. And today
global is where the action is.
Wrist has brought ship chandlery
into the 21st century, creating a
company that combines global
reach with a local touch. Our people
are local—but product quality, prices,
terms and conditions are uniform
across the board. Wrist coordinates
its worldwide activities through
regional centres in Europe, the

ORGANISED
FOR THE 21ST
CENTURY
Middle East, Asia and the United
States, with operations spanning
the world’s sea-lanes in line with
the needs of today’s global shipping
companies.
Both ends
Wrist generates efficiencies upstream
and down. We make globalisation
work to your advantage on the buy
side—going literally to the ends of the
earth to obtain goods directly from
the world’s most cost-competitive
producers and manufacturers. Our
bulk trading division goes straight
to the source, bypassing in-between
links that add costs and driving down
prices by purchasing in volume.

On the sell side we stock provisions
and stores in key ports worldwide,
so you never have to go out of your
way to get them. Our hubs are your
hubs—there is no need for detours,
no in-port delays, no time spent
off-hire because you are missing a
spare part. What is more, Wrist puts
everything together for you, turning
separate orders from different
sources into efficient consolidated
deliveries.

High-volume purchasing
and consolidated
deliveries help keep
prices low.
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Platform-neutral creative
concept integrated in
digital marketing.

Fruit juice? Just say when.
We stock just about everything and
deliver just about everywhere. So it is
really just a question of when—and
you always get to decide that. For ship
supplies and spares, just say Wrist.

Hubs in:
Aalborg, Algeciras,
Dubai, Houston,
Malaysia, Marseille,
Norway, Piraeus,
Rotterdam, Singapore

www.wrist.com

Torm
Yet another Danish shipping giant with a proud heritage—though at
the time of CBC’s engagement a decidedly low-profile image. Change
was overdue, market expansion the order of the day, greater visibility
in financial circles a must, and an IPO in America a distant possibility.
All of these were achieved, thanks in part to a global branding
concept that connected Torm’s proud past with the farsighted vision
of its then CEO Klaus Kjærulff.

IT ONLY
HOLDS
120 MILLION
LITRES

W ith 120 million litres of gasoline you could drive around the world 36,000
times-- a lotof fuel perhaps, but in the grander scheme of things a mere
drop in the bucket.That’s why our new –building program is steadily growing.
W ith a fleet that’s more than doubled in recentyears and a string of new
product tankers on order,TORM is doing its partto keep the wheels of
commerceturning. See where we’re headed at w w w.torm.co m.

THAT’S WHY
WE KEEP
BUILDING
MORE

A/S DampskibsselskabetTORM
Tuborg Havnevej18
DK–2900 Hellerup · Denmark
Telephone: +45 39 17 92 00
TORM SingaporePte.Ltd.
6 BatteryRoad # 38-01B
Singapore 049909
Telephone: +65 6534 3431

VISION ANCHORED IN EXPERIENCE

Advertisements running in
shipping publications like
TradeWinds and Lloyd’s List
give voice to TORM’s plans.

EAST IS EAST,
AND WEST IS WEST

The world may be a global village in some respects, but it’sstill a long way
from one end oftown to the other. Helping to keep the village’s billions of
residents warm and mobile, how ever,ispartofTORM’s mission. With a pool
of modern product tankers-- 75 ships and more on the way-- w e cross
thousands of miles of ocean safely every day, delivering the heating oil,
gasoline and other refined oil products needed by developed and developing
countries.See where we’re headed at w w w.torm.co m.

VISION ANCHORED IN EXPERIENCE

A/S DampskibsselskabetTORM
Tuborg Havnevej18
DK–2900 Hellerup · Denmark
Telephone: +45 39 17 92 00
TORM SingaporePte.Ltd.
6 BatteryRoad # 38-01B
Singapore 049909
Telephone: +65 6534 3431

LUCKILY
WE’RE IN
BOTH
PLACES

Corporate profile piece depicts
IT’S A SMALL WORLD

WE DO THINGS BY THE BOOK

TORM’s indispensable role

WE EVEN WROTE A FEW CHAPTERS

in keeping the global village
running.

Like previous eras, the 21stcentury will present challenges and opportunities ofits own. In shipping,
these will lie increasingly in the areas ofsafety,security and the environment. As concern about
issuesranging from oil spills to ISPS compliance grow s, shippers will look to partners who mirror
their priorities-- and they’llfind TORM waiting. By adhering to the spirit as well as the letter of
the law,TORM has earned the respect ofinternational ship classification societies, the U.S.Coast
Guard, oil company vetting inspectors and environmentalists alike. And TORM not only does

TORM is an activeproponent
ofnewsafety,security and
environmentalinitiatives-the Green Award being a
recent example.

things by the book: through its participation in various international maritime bodiesit’s helping
to define the frontiers of best practice. With each passing year,TORM is showing that a policy of
safety before profi
ts is the bestinvestment a shipping company can make.

Allshipsflying the TORM flagare
covered by the DNV Emergency
ResponseService-- the 24–hour
emergencyserviceofDet
NorskeVeritas.

Vesselsregularly undergo
vetting inspections in the
courseofobtaining oil
company approvals.
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At the left TORM Hilde (1930-59) 2,500 tdw
unloading coal in Copenhagen, on the smaller
photos TORM Olga S (1938-41) 3,960 tdw.

TORM through 115 years

A picture of TORM Kirsten (3925
tdw) on the test trial 1948 and below
TORM Kirsten (1948-54) loading
railway equipment in Århus after
World War II.To the right TORM
Kirsten ready for the launching.

in every regard, he earned respect for himself, even though
many were upset by his very pointed, blunt and direct manner.
Axel Kampen continues:

TORM thr ough
115 y ear s

”Personally, Kraemer was a charming and often lovable man,
who was a good mentor and friend tor me and who showed a

level of trust in me that I found surprising. But if one did
something wrong, he was biting in his criticism and probably
somewhat more precise than Schmiegelow’s in this respect.
The low administration costs of Captain Torm’s era continued
in Christen Kraemer’s. He himself earned a salary of DKK
6,000 per year. The rent for the pair of rooms that Kraemer

To the left TORM’s first ship, S/S Alice
(1889-1918) 1,400 tdw, under it the second
Alice (1924-54) 1,900 tdw and on this page
the third Alice, the liner Alice TORM
(1958-77) 7,900 tdw.

”Alice” reflects TORM’s
developments at sea

From a s teamship company
to a global shipping busine ss

Of the 130 ships that TORM has owned in the 115 years that
have gone by, many - during the intervening years - have been
called the same names, for example the ”Aslaug”, ”Estrid”,
”Freya” and ”Gudrun” combined with the name ‘TORM’. The
name ”Alice” has been used the most frequently: 5 times. And
the 5 ships that have had this name attests not only to the popularity of this name, but also to the expansion of the Company
- from small steamships to the present bulk carrier and product tanker fleet. Here is an overview of this five-leaf clover:
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TORM through 115 years
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ALICE No. 1 was ordered at Howaltwerke in Kiel a couple of
months after TORM was founded and delivered 8 months later
- in December 1889. She was a tramp steamer of 1,400 tdw
that was named after the brig that Ditlev Torm had in his time
gone off to sea on. And she flew the TORM colours until the
ship and a handful of other vessels of a Danish shipping syndicate were handed over to Great Britain in order to keep the
supplies to Denmark and the Allies flowing during the First
World War. Shortly before the end of the war, on 11 November
1918, the ship was lost in a collision at anchorage off Le Havre.
She was 59 m long, had a triple expansion engine of 380 hp
and a crew of 16.

Book celebrating TORM’s
115th anniversary in 2005
was designed by CBC.

renamed the ALICE TORM in 1951 and subsequently sailed for
3 more years for TORM until sold in 1954 to a foreign company, who scrapped her in 1969.
ALICE TORM No. 3 was delivered from the Nakskov Shipyard in
1958 and was a modern liner vessel of 7,900 tdw, 138 m long
and built as a shelter decker with 5 holds, 5 hatches and a
B&W diesel engine of 8,330 hp and a crew of 42, with accomodation for 8 passengers. In 1974 her name was changed to
the TORM ALICE, and the vessel traded for a further 4 years in
the liner service between North and South America/the
Mediterranean until she was sold in 1978 to a Panamanian
company, who 8 years later sold her for scrap.

ALICE No. 2 was delivered from Nakskov Shipyard in 1924 and
was a 70 m long steamer of 1,900 tdw, built as a well decker
with 2 hatches and 4 holds. Like her predecessor, she had 2
boilers and could achieve a speed of 8.5 knots. The ship was
56
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WESTERN
REFINERY
CAPACITY
ISN’T GROWING

Indeed, TORM has a small armada of product tankers crisscrossing the seas
to meet the west’s growing demand for gasoline, heating oil and other refined
oil products.Consisting oftonnage provided by TORM and its pool partners,
the fleet is 75 vessels strong and growing. And as sticklersfor safety with
an unsw erving commitmentto the environment, our ships are a welcome
sight in ports worldwide-- including those with the strictest environmental
standards.See where we’re headed at w w w.torm.co m.

VISION ANCHORED IN EXPERIENCE

A/S DampskibsselskabetTORM
Tuborg Havnevej18
DK–2900 Hellerup · Denmark
Telephone: +45 39 17 92 00
TORM SingaporePte.Ltd.
6 BatteryRoad # 38-01B
Singapore 049909
Telephone: +65 6534 3431

FORTUNATELY
OUR FLEET IS

CBC EQUALS B2B

PRESENT CLIENTS INCLUDE:
Brüel & Kjær / Cobham / ConvaTec / Copenhagen Airport /
GAC / GEA Process Engineering / Lactosan / MOCON /

After 35 years’ pure focus on international B2B branding and marketing
communications, CBC knows how to move brands forward. Fast.

Nordic Tankers / Novo Nordisk Pharmatech / Perkins /
Plus Pack / Satair / Svitzer / Terma

We relish complexity, finding the most effective ways to shape
intricate processes into clear, compelling propositions that resonate.

Because CBC equals B2B.

CBC A/S
RYESGADE 3B
DK-2200 COPENHAGEN N
DENMARK
TEL.: +45 35 25 01 60

30 STAMFORD STREET
LONDON SE1 9LQ
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL.: +44 (0) 745 296 5852

cbc@cbc.dk / www.cbc.dk / www.cbc.co.uk
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From satellites to software, marine to medical, broad experience has
shown us how to blend strategy with creativity to deliver the impact
that drives bottom line results.
Our B2B experts in UK and Denmark have been handpicked for
their specialism and knowledge of international branding and communications. This means we never require long consulting engagements and
you get the most effective team behind your project.
So get in touch with the agency that brings more to your business.

